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DEFINING PSYCHOLOGICAL SAFETY

“Psychological Safety is a belief that one will not be 

punished or humiliated for speaking up 

with ideas, questions, concerns or mistakes.”

~ Professor Amy Edmondson, 

Harvard Business School ~

“Team Psychological Safety: is a shared 

belief held by members of a team that the 

team is safe for interpersonal risk taking”
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WHAT WILL PSYCHOLOGICAL SAFETY LOOK LIKE AT ANGLO AMERICAN?

At Anglo American everyone feels comfortable to speak up, contribute their ideas, 

share information, be heard and enabled to reach their full potential. 

Our focus is on achieving shared goals and we trust each other so mistakes and 

failure are seen as opportunities to learn and to improve our systems, processes and 

approach.

We are proud of our challenging, collaborative, respectful and effective workplace 

enabling us as individuals, as teams and as an organisation to thrive together.
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BUSTING MYTHS ABOUT PSYCHOLOGICAL SAFETY

Reality

Team members who feel psychologically safe feel unafraid of social 
judgement from their peers when providing contrary opinions, go against 
the norm, give constructive criticism, or ask difficult questions. 
Psychologically safe environments don’t make people censor themselves. 

Reality

When people feel psychologically safe at work, they’re highly attuned to 
the kind of mutual interdependence that makes great teamwork possible. 
While they’re not reckless about decision-making and problem-solving at 
work, their efforts aren’t crippled by risk-averse attitudes or the fear of 
failure either, both of which are critical for experimentation and innovation.

Reality
In an environment where people feel psychologically safe, they:
- are highly results-driven
- embrace the risk of failures that learning necessitates
- don’t hesitate to be frank with each other when they need help or to offer

useful feedback.
Ultimately a workplace culture that is extremely collaborative and therefore 
highly conducive toward innovation.

Everyone must 

be in constant 

agreement

It nurtures 

entitled 

employees

There is a 

lack of 

emphasis on 

high 

performance
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WHY DOES PSYCHOLOGICAL SAFETY MATTER? 

When a work environment has reasonably high psychological safety, good things happen:

• Mistakes and incidents are reported quickly, 

• Colleagues feel able to give their best,

• Colleagues trust and respect each other

• Potentially game changing ideas for innovation are shared

• Interpersonal fear is minimised 

• Employee motivation, morale and productivity improve

• Employees experience a sense of belonging

Gallup Research –

Only 3 in 10 U.S. workers strongly agree that at work, their opinions seem to count. 

By moving that ratio to 6 in 10 employees, organisations could realise a 27% reduction in turnover, a 40% reduction in safety incidents 

and a 12% increase in productivity.
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WHAT FACTORS ENABLE – OR HINDER – PSYCHOLOGICAL SAFETY?

Unclear consequences so 

people play it safe  

Fear of putting 

incentives/bonus at risk

Change and transformation 

creates worry/fear

Strong sense of 

belonging/loyalty can stop 

people speaking up

Futility - speaking up makes 

no difference 

Clear accountabilities

Clear, regular mechanisms for 

being heard

Performance, reward and 

recognition processes that 

drive high performance

High levels of trust 

within teams

Leaders who role-model 

psychological safety

Being safe and secure 

Empowered

Bring whole self to work

Able to experiment

Perform well

Disempowered

Do what they must

Limited and constrained

Performance dips

ENABLE HINDER

Healthy group dynamics
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ANGLO AMERICAN ‘PSYCHOLOGICAL SAFETY’ MODEL

Adaptation of Model by Prof. Amy Edmondson, Harvard Business School

COMFORTABLE

• People enjoy working with one another, and are collegial, but don’t 

challenge the status quo or one another 

• People don’t often engage openly and honestly

• Performance standards are low

• Holding people accountable is low

• People don’t often offer ideas or suggestions

APATHETIC

• People show up for work, but their hearts and minds are elsewhere

• People are not engaging openly and honestly with one another

• Holding people accountable is low

• Performance standards are low

• People don’t care to speak up, report concerns or admit mistakes

• People don’t care enough to offer ideas or suggestions 

ANXIOUS 

• People are held accountable

• Performance is high as pressure is high – production targets etc

• A culture of fear exists

• Interpersonal anxiety exists

• People are not engaging openly and honestly with one another

• People are anxious about speaking up

• People feel unsatisfied in their work as they don’t feel able to share a 

question or idea they may have

High
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HIGH PERFORMING

• There is clear accountability and people are held accountable

• People experience a sense of belonging

• People feel safe to engage openly and honestly with one another

• People enjoy open, supportive relationships at work

• There is a well established speak-up climate

• People can fail without fear

• People feel listened to

• People are appreciated and recognised

• People are free from bullying, harassment and victimisation

• People are able to bring their whole self to work

Performance standards

Low High
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ROLE OF A LEADER:

KEY LEADERSHIP ACTIONS THAT BUILD PSYCHOLOGICAL SAFETY

Set the stage Invite participation Respond productively1 2 3

Frame the work

• Set a clear direction

• Clarify expectations around goal, 

failure, uncertainty and 

interdependence

• Present as a learning opportunity 

vs. execution problem 

• Make explicit the 

interdependencies and 

uncertainty

• Ensure that everyone feels 

included

• Reinforce the need for everyone 

to have a voice

• As circumstances change, 

review and reframe

• Present failures/mistakes as an 

opportunity to learn

Emphasise purpose 

• Identify what is at stake, why it 

matters and for whom

Outcome?

• Shared expectations and 

meaning

Demonstrate situational humility

• Acknowledge gaps and issues

• Be open about errors and 

shortcomings

• Acknowledge own fallibility 

• Enable rather then control 

Practice inquiry

• Be curious

• Ask lots of good questions

• Listen intensely

• Avoid interrupting 

Set up structures and processes

• Create forums for input 

• Provide guidelines for discussion

• Encourage different perspectives

• Encourage the quieter voices so 

that everyone feels included

Outcome?

• Confidence that all voices are 

welcome and valued

Express appreciation

• Listen

• Acknowledge

• Thank

Destigmatise failure

• Look forward

• Offer help

• Discuss, brainstorm and consider 

next steps

Create a fair and just climate 

• Where rules or agreed boundaries 

are broken act fairly, 

proportionately and transparently

• Be curious, not judgemental.

Outcome?

• Orientation towards continuous 

learning
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ROLE OF A LEADER:

FOUR STAGES TO ENABLE LEADERS TO BUILD PSYCHOLOGICAL SAFETY

Challenging workplace

High performing teams 

are ones where ideas 

are vigorously debated, 

not just quietly accepted. 

People feel safe to 

challenge others’ ideas 

and contribute to  

achieving safe, 

responsible production

Contributing workplace

You hired people to speak up and 

contribute, not just be a silent 

member of the team. That is why it 

is critical to help them feel safe to 

share their ideas to increase 

innovation and destigmatise failure.

Learning workplace

Once they feel like a part of the team, the person 

needs to feel safe to not have all the answers. It 

needs to be clear to everyone on the team that we 

all have things to learn and improve. 

Inclusive workplace

Everything starts by helping the person feel they belong to the 

team. If they don’t feel they are an included member of the 

team, they will never feel safe. 

Improves people’s lives  - in our 

workplace and has a societal 

impact in the communities in 

which we operate.
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MEASUREMENT

Measurement and metrics to be considered to track improvement in psychological safety:

• Pulse surveys

• Employee Engagement Survey

• Feedback received in programmes such as ‘Safety Leadership Practices Framework’, 

‘Accountability Framework’, ‘SafeMap programme  (heartfelt conversations)

• HPI investigation findings (human factors) 

• Fatality and injury figures (publicly available)

• Productivity measures 

• Innovation
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HORIZONS FOR ROLL-OUT

Horizon 1 

Awareness and 
engagement with 
key stakeholders 
around the model 

and framework

Horizon 2 

Maturity 
assessment and 
Gap Analysis in 
BUs and Group 

Functions

Horizon 3

Interventions (based 
on outcomes of gap 

analysis and 
mapping), e.g. 

coaching/training

Measurement

Appropriate 
methods and 
intervals to be 

determined
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NEED FOR THE RIGHT LEVEL OF SENIOR SUPPORT 

• Agree the ‘What’ for psychological safety 

• What does it include?

• What are the priorities?

• What are the enabling programmes that can support psychological safety across the 

business?

• Input into how we can measure improvement

• Input into effective gap analysis/maturity assessment across the business – at BUs and corporate 

offices – including the identification of gaps

• Input into the required interventions e.g. content and delivery mechanism for the leader and 

supervisor learning and coaching programme

• Identify any new programmes which may be introduced into the business that should include a 

psychological safety component

• Periodically evaluate the effective inclusion of psychological safety content in enabling programmes
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THANK YOU


